
What’s Going on?!  
 
 
 
 

Mark the solution that you think would help these gals work out the problem.  

  
1. While strolling out and about in town, the ladies see one another and decide to 
 

     _____ walk in the opposite direction.   _____ give each other eye contact. 

 
2. Puffer Peg is making candies in her restaurant, when she’s asked about the argument. She 
 

     _____ admits to missing Queen C.   _____ tells everyone how awful she thinks Queen C is. 

 
3. Queen Carmelita writes a note to Puffer Peg, asking to get together to talk. Puffer Peg  
 

     _____ rips up the note.   _____ puts it in a safe place to think about what she wants to do. 

 
4. There was a party in Rockin’ Reef. Queen Carmelita saw Puffer Peg was dancing, so she 
 

     _____ waited until she was finished and approached her to talk.   _____ left the party. 

 
5. A friend of Queen Carmelita asks her if she’s going to work things out with Peg. She 
 

     _____ answers “NO!”  _____ says that she wants to, but admits that she doesn’t know how. 

 
6. Puffer Peg tries calling Queen Carmelita to speak with her about their argument. Queen C 
 

     _____ is home, but doesn’t answer.   _____ picks up quickly and asks Peg to come over. 

 
7. Queen Carmelita is mad at Puffer Peg, but she’s responsible for the argument too. She 
 

     _____ needs to think about what she’s done wrong.   _____ just needs to forget about it. 

 
8. Puffer Peg needs to get some nail polish from Queen Carmelita’s store. She decides to 
 

     _____ send in a friend to get the nail polish for her.   _____ go in and talk to Queen C. 

 
9. Queen Carmelita goes into Peg’s Place to see Puffer Peg. When Puffer Peg sees her, she 
 

     _____ runs out the back door.   _____ asks Queen Carmelita to come into her office to talk. 

 
10. Puffer Peg approaches Queen Carmelita to sit down and work things out. Queen C   
 

     _____ sits with Puffer Peg and they both explain how they feel.   _____ ignores her. 

Puffer Peg and Queen Carmelita have been good 

friends for a very long time. Recently, they have 

had a pretty big argument, and if they don’t work 

it out soon, their friendship could be in jeopardy. 
 

I THINK YOU CAN HELP! 


